Minitab wants to ensure that you get the most out of your Minitab Statistical Software implementation. To this end, we have created a deployment path to serve you better. Our in-house consultants will work with your team to help you hit the ground running with Minitab Statistical Software — so you can achieve success even faster.

The Elements of Minitab Statistical Software Deployment:

- **60-minute Deployment and Configuration Guidance**
  - **Goal:** The Minitab team will guide you through the deployment of Minitab Statistical Software.
  - **What We Will Do for You:** We will provide all the necessary information to successfully deploy Minitab Statistical Software to your users and show how to manage those users in our License Portal.

- **180-minute Configuration Training**
  - **Goal:** The Minitab team will show your practitioners how to fully utilize Minitab Statistical Software.
  - **What We Will Do for You:** We will introduce what Minitab Statistical Software is, demonstrate how to navigate and use the solution, and familiarize your practitioners with commonly used tools. We will also introduce help and support options.

- **60-minute Follow-up**
  - **Goal:** The Minitab team will provide continued support for users.
  - **What We Will Do for You:** The content will vary from customer to customer.

*As an optional addition to standard deployment, Minitab can conduct additional workshops/trainings or consulting to meet your specific organizational needs. Discuss with a Minitab team member to learn more.*

### Deployment Journey:

**6 Weeks to Optimization**

1. **DISCOVER**
   - We will consult with you to determine your configuration that best meets your needs.
   - **Pre-sales:** ~ 5 days from purchase

2. **CONFIGURE**
   - As soon as your configuration preferences are confirmed in the Discover phase, we will begin preparing your subscription.
   - **~ 5 days from purchase**
   - **~ 1 day**

3. **REVIEW**
   - When your configuration is complete, you will have access to the software and be able to ask configuration questions.
   - **~ 1-2 days**
   - **~ 2 weeks**

4. **EQUIP**
   - To ensure you are equipped to effectively work with Minitab from the start, we will schedule and deliver workshops to the users.
   - **~ 1-2 days**
   - **1-2 weeks**
   - **~ 15 mins**

5. **ENGAGE**
   - Based on the learning from the Equip phase, begin to use Minitab for your data analysis for a couple weeks.
   - **~ 1 hour**

6. **REFLECT**
   - After the workshops are complete, we will send you a request for feedback on the deployment process.
   - **~ 2 weeks**

7. **CLARIFY**
   - We will schedule a Q&A session about two weeks after the workshops are complete to answer any questions that may arise during your initial engagement with the solution.
   - **~ 1 week**

8. **SUPPORT**
   - Even after deployment is complete, we will still be here for you. Our Customer Success team will answer any questions that you may have about the technical aspects of the software.
   - **~ 1 hour**
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